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Curated by Frances McDonald
& Muireann Charleton

Generation invites us
to consider the unique
perspective of a group of
designer-makers who are
custodians of a familial
tradition of making and
creativity, continuing
and/or reinventing the
work begun by previous
generations of their family.

While conceptual craft may address similar themes and creative
explorations as visual arts, it maintains a core value in the importance of skill,
of thinking and expressing through making. The precise and exacting work of
a maker reflects years of practiced technique, learned from a deep repository
of material knowledge – developed over centuries of testing a medium to its
limits. In a time where we are beginning to realise that many long-held skills
have become endangered or even extinct, we are reminded of our responsibility
to future generations to hold-in-trust techniques and material knowledge as a
resource for future creativity and expression.
In increasingly rare instances, this deep understanding of craft is
passed down within a familial tradition. With early exposure to making, a child
absorbs an understanding of processes, tools, aesthetics and form into their
subconscious. For some this generates a life-long appreciation for the handmade,
for others it also spurs a creative impetus of investigation and deep curiosity
which embeds itself in the consciousness, becoming a life-long career path.
For any generation progression and innovation are drivers of change: a new tool
which is faster or more accurate, a new use for an old technique, an aesthetic
development which marks out the creativity of the maker. This exhibition
celebrates the entwining of three precious threads; the handing down of material
skills, the inheritance of a creative and curious philosophy, together with the
desire to re-invent and find a fresh voice through an artistic medium.
National Design & Craft Gallery seeks to open conversations about
the importance of making now, by representing the most skilled practitioners who
are forging their own language and creating work that speaks of concerns within
our contemporary world. Each of the represented makers exemplifies a dedication
to their craft, pushing the boundaries of their medium and a desire to contribute
new ideas and forms to the world around them.
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Throughout history, recognised skill and expertise within
an art discipline was of pivotal importance, in painting,
print or sculpture the craft of the medium was honed
before artistic voice was exercised. During the 20th century
this requirement of high competence was superseded by
conceptual frameworks, drawing new lines around what was
considered high art. Responding to this and broader shifts
in visual arts practice, art colleges transferred emphasis
toward conceptualisation, resulting in a reduced focus on
developing a solid basis of skills. There is poignancy in this
gradual loss of material knowledge which was built up over
millennia and has shaped human creative expression.

Ever since vessels were first made from clay, clothing from
wool, and metal used to create precious objects, makers have
been inspired by the past. Evoking the centuries-old story of
craftsmanship and making, they have looked to vernacular
traditions and been influenced by their cultural heritage as
well as contemporary developments in their chosen discipline.
As Paul Greenhalgh has observed, ‘to engage with many of the
craft practices directly is literally to be touching history.’1 But
what if that history is also the story of your own family and its
traditions? The aim of Generation is to explore how generational
relationships shape a distinctive and unique narrative.
In a year where our understanding of the climate crisis has
sharpened, this exhibition hopes to encourage debate on the importance of
making by focusing on individuals who are custodians of a familial tradition of
creativity. The designer-makers participating in Generation both continue and
reinvent the legacy of previous generations, imbuing their work with a rich lineage
and history of creative endeavour. All have a deep involvement in craft practice
and a respect for what has been made in the past. As tradition is not static but in
constant development, they reinforce the importance of generational skills and
attitudes to making in the contemporary world. Generation tells the individual
stories and personal histories of makers whose studio practices and workshops
are rooted in their DNA. It explores the different ways in which their ancestors
have inspired them and invites us to consider how their particular heritage has
challenged them in new and unexpected ways.
Mark Campden’s story is one of lifelong creativity and the retention
of valuable skills passed down by his father Edgar Campden who was a key
member of the famous Aldermaston Pottery. For over 30 years, Edgar worked
closely with Alan Caiger-Smith, who was responsible for reviving the art of
painted tin glaze earthenware (majolica) and the specialist technique of reduced
pigment lustre. Now in possession of his father’s treasured notes, Mark’s own
practice is shaped by a challenging legacy as he negotiates the responsibility of
retaining an endangered skill.
Glass artist Róisín de Buitléar has found her own voice through
her choice of material and subject matter, which also reflects her cultural roots.
Growing up with her father, musician, filmmaker and wildlife expert Éamon de
Buitléar, she learned how to develop and articulate the value of having a personal
voice and creative vision.
For Katharine West, the value placed on ‘looking’ was an intrinsic
part of her early artistic development. Her mother Margaret Irwin West, a
recognised painter, print-maker and member of Aosdána, informed her visual
sense as did her grandfather H.E. West, a painter who made exquisite copies of
the works of old Dutch masters. Growing up surrounded by easels and tubs of
paint, creativity was considered fundamental to existence, as was the notion that
making matters, regardless of the form it may take. This familial philosophy is also
seen in the wood-turned vessels made by her brother, Richard West.
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Daniel Charny has said that ‘knowledge cannot be transferred
solely through the sharing of information; it must be kept alive and passed
on through the experience of making.’2 Ryan Connolly’s father established a
furniture business in 1969 making domestic furniture. Ryan now has his own
workshop where he makes bespoke and edition works on the grounds of his
father’s business. This proximity, the continuing support of a family business
and an inherited value system has helped shape his personal narrative. Mario
Sierra carries on the traditions of both his mother and grandmother. Working
with looms originally used by his Norwegian-born grandmother, the influential
textile designer Gerd Hay-Edie, he continues to develop contemporary textiles
while drawing on a rich repository of his family’s design archives. In reinterpreting archival pieces, Mourne Textiles draws on its past to help shape its
design narrative.
For Álla Sinkevich, a sense of place permeates her creative
exploration and understanding of materials, which is deeply rooted in her
upbringing in northern Ukraine. Her relationship with inherited handcrafted
family objects, such as traditional felt boots, also influences her work. Álla
applies her cultural heritage in unexpected ways, employing traditional craft
skills, processes and materials in a new, modern context. Cara Murphy’s work
also draws from a sense of place, which quietly reflects her parents Michael and
Deirdre McCrory’s passion for the landscape and speaks of her own relationship
with craft, the environment and her family. Drawing on her parents’ silversmithing
and enamelling skills, and working closely beside them, has had an enduring
influence on her practice. This tradition now continues with her daughter Caitlin
who currently studies silversmithing and jewellery at Glasgow School of Art.
Knife-maker Hugo Byrne’s creative process is driven by a deep understanding
of the skills of making which provide a self-determination that enables him to
contribute form to the world around him. His confidence to explore and embrace
experimentation comes from his designer-maker parents Mary Nagle and Mike
Byrne. His work is stoically functional yet filled with an exploratory energy that a
process-driven practice demands.
All those featured in Generation exhibit a set of shared values, in
particular a commitment to making and a continuation of a creative, curious,
problem-solving mindset inherited from the previous generation. But their
individual stories also offer a fascinating glimpse into the different ways in which
familial legacy and heritage can be interpreted. These narratives live on through
the objects themselves, wrapped up in the materials, processes and tools, to be
uncovered by our attention.

When you think of craft in Ireland, what springs to mind?
Something ancient, wrought in bronze or stone, sitting in a
museum case? Or something encountered in the countryside,
a thatched cottage? A handmade musical instrument – fiddle,
pipes, or harp? One of the nation’s heritage industries, like
Waterford crystal, Beleek porcelain, or the famous names of
Guinness and Jameson? Or are you of a more modern turn of
mind – in which case you might think of the Kilkenny Design
Workshops, established in 1963 as an aesthetic reform project.
You’d then be getting closer to what is actually happening in
Irish craft today – though you’d still have a ways to go.
No one of these images is wrong, of course. In fact, it is the
accumulation of all these associations that makes craft in Ireland so rich and
complex. If you want to understand the field in its fullness, you have to see it
as a convergence of many different traditions – then Generation is for you. The
exhibition’s title is apt, for it signifies both an animating creative impulse and the
familial structure through which knowledge is handed on. ‘Generation’ is a word
that faces two ways, both to the future and the past. The same can be said for
the makers assembled by curators Frances McDonald and Muireann Charleton
on the basis of two criteria: the forward-thinking qualities of their work, and the
inheritance that each has received from their own family. In the exhibition, we see
how the first of these is nurtured by the second; the way that experimentation
relies on passed-down knowledge.
Álla Sinkevich, whose surrealistic cape-like garment serves as
an emblem of sorts for Generation, can be taken as a representative figure
among the participants – even though (or perhaps especially because) she is
not originally from Ireland. She came here from her native Ukraine to study at
the National College of Art and Design in Dublin, where, Sinkevich says, she
found both encouragement to explore, and a renewed appreciation for her own
homeland: ‘the skills and aesthetics I possess and took for granted for a long
time appeared fresh and unique in a new cultural surrounding.’ Her work is
accordingly broad in its references. One striking project called Unfinished Dress,
featuring deconstructed denim laid over natural linen garments, alludes to the
avant-garde designer Martin Margiela, but she also routinely draws on ideas from
vernacular tailoring, and even vintage garments from the Soviet era. Particularly
potent for Sinkevich are handcrafted objects imparted by her ancestors – a
grandmother’s embroidered towel, old wooden tools and bowls. While these may
not be cited directly in her own work, their spirit flows through everything that she
touches. Since studying in Dublin, Sinkevich has moved on to Copenhagen – it’s
a testament to the internationalism of the Irish scene that she derived so much
here while passing through. For other artists in Generation, though, the legacy
of craft is inseparable from the specificity of place. The furniture maker Ryan
Connolly and the silversmith Cara Murphy were both raised in making families,
and have worked alongside their relatives over the course of decades. Connolly
trained under his own father in Emyvale, Co. Monaghan, learning woodworking and
upholstery skills as a teenager. He still works in the town, though independently
from the family business, and has brought a new twist to the family craft –
sometimes literally, as in his spiraling Fossil Table. (The subtle geometries of his
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work make them convincing abstract sculptures, yet each is perfectly functional.)
Murphy, meanwhile, actually shares a workshop with her father, practicing more or
less the same processes as him, side by side. As she points out, little in the craft
has changed over many centuries. But like Connolly, she infuses her work with a
contemporary vibrancy – in her case through the use of coloured enamels, searching
tendril-like forms, and organic textures.
The artist in Generation who has hewed most closely to past forms is
probably Mark Campden, who specialises in majolica: tin-glazed earthenware, often
embellished with lustre effects. This technically demanding branch of ceramics is
powerfully rooted in history – it flourished in medieval Spain and Renaissance Italy,
and in the Arts and Crafts era was revived by potters such as William De Morgan.
Campden quite literally grew up in the Aldermaston Pottery, where his father worked.
He has written eloquently of his experiences there, and the personal and professional
relationships that he has subsequently made through the craft. The pottery he
makes today with his partner Caroline Dolan, at the Bridge Pottery in Kilkenny,
is broadly historicist, yet always flashes with the new. Campden is constantly
exploring intricacies in pattern-making, which transform into fiery iridescence in
the kiln, whose unpredictability is itself a guarantee of unending surprise.
Mario Sierra also has a lustrous lineage to look back to, for he is the
grandson of Gerd Hay-Edie (née Bergerson), one of the greatest modern weavers.
Born in Norway, she developed her ideas over a period of travel in India and the
Far East. By the time she arrived in Ireland in 1947 – setting up the Mourne Textiles
workshop in Killowen two years later – her fabrics were sought out by British design
luminaries like Robin Day and Terence Conran. Sierra, who became creative director
at Mourne in 2012, derives much of his inspiration from the company archive; but he
absorbed its deep logic long ago, for he was trained by his mother, Karen, who had
in turn learned from Gerd herself. His textiles have a subdued but radiant beauty,
as if the cascade of creativity that runs in his family had settled quietly within
them. The glassworks that Róisín de Buitléar makes could themselves be taken for
textiles, at times – and are inspired by them. She creates diaphanous and delicate
sculptures using blowing and lampworking technique, through which she emulates
the great traditions of Irish lace making. Her cross-disciplinary interests also take
in music – another great Irish tradition, of course – and she comes by this honestly:
her father was the eminent Éamon de Buitléar, who was associated with the
influential folk collective Ceoltóiri Chualann (antecedent of the Chieftains). Róisín de
Buitléar has taken advantage of the resonance of glass to make sculptural objects
that double as instruments, having them ‘performed’ in ensemble conditions. These
works are an unimprovable metaphor for craft’s place in Ireland, nurtured by a rich
established culture, yet always opening up to new possibilities.
Two final makers in Generation, the knife-maker Hugo Byrne and
ceramicist Katharine West, serve to remind us of the broad scope of craft. Both had
their own childhood experience of wonderment at older relatives’ skills: for Byrne,
it was his mother Mary Nagle’s found object artworks; for West, her grandfather’s
painstaking copies of other old master paintings. Neither create work that is very
similar to that of their forebears, but both cite their creative energies as formative to
their own life course. What Byrne and West also have in common is a strong affinity
with materials, natural and otherwise: his subtly shaped handles may incorporate
bog oak and beach plastic, while her amorphous sculptures are inspired by the
forms of land and sea. Every object made by Byrne and West – and those of the other
participants in Generation – sits at the juncture of several concurrent trajectories
of inspiration: familial, material, and art historical. In Generation, these various
streams of influence can be seen flowing into one another, resolving themselves
into works of consummate integrity. A steady pulse courses through: it’s the rhythm
of Irish craft, alive and well.

Róisín de
Buitléar

L–R; 1962 Paddy Bán, Éamon
de Buitléar (playing button
accordion) and Paddy
Maloney; Éamon de Buitléar
notebook; portrait of Róisín
de Buitléar, images courtesy
of the de Buitléar family; Lift,
sound object, glass, image
by Róisín de Buitléar.

Róisín de Buitléar is a visual artist who uses a variety of
media to respond to the making process both personally
and intuitively. Working in layers of meaning, she
uses the material’s inherent beauty to draw the viewer
into the artwork through light, shadow and colour.
Cultural heritage and shared histories are central to her practice.
Róisín has used glass as a medium to pay homage to stories and traditional
skills such as basketry, lacemaking and glassmaking, so these crafts could be
viewed with a fresh perspective. Her father, Éamon de Buitléar was a recognised
wildlife filmmaker and musician, and this awareness of her own cultural
heritage and shared histories is central to her practice. Recent collaborations
with contemporary musicians have focused on creating ephemeral public
performances with sound objects made from glass in an ongoing collaborative
exploration of cultural resonance.
Róisín graduated from the National College of Art and Design,
Dublin in 1983. She teaches and lectures on glass in Ireland and overseas. She
is based in Dublin and works to commission on large-scale artworks for public
spaces and for national and international exhibition.
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Hugo
Byrne
Using traditional and contemporary
techniques, Hugo Byrne handcrafts knives
that function on a practical and ergonomic
level as well as being objects of beauty.

Incorporating materials that include 6,000-year-old bog oak from
Glenstal Abbey, pearwood from his own garden or flotsam found on the beach, his
work celebrates their natural qualities. This aspect of his practice is something
he shares with his parents, Mary Nagle and Mike Byrne, who use found objects in
the creation of their own artworks. When Hugo’s knives are held in the hand, and
used daily for something as primary as the preparation of food, the energy and
journey of the material becomes apparent.
Hugo Byrne is a recipient of Design & Crafts Council Ireland’s
Future Makers Studio Support Award and Image Interiors & Living Magazine
Emerging Design Talent Award in 2019. He has also received an International
Mobility Award from Limerick Culture & Arts Department.
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L–R; Mary Nagle, image by Hugo
Byrne; Mike Byrne, image by
Maurice Gunning; portrait of
Hugo Byrne, image by Doreen
Kilfeather; Damascus Santoku
Knife, image by Hugo Byrne.

Mark Campden’s ceramics are distinctive
for the skill of his brushwork decoration
and rich in an imagery inspired by nature.
Working in the traditional majolica
technique, his pieces are first formed in
earthenware clay and covered with a white
tin glaze. The surface then becomes a canvas
for meticulous hand-painted decoration.

Mark
Campden

Mark grew up in Aldermaston village in Berkshire
across from Aldermaston Pottery established by Alan CaigerSmith. It was here that his father, renowned potter Edgar
Campden, worked for over 30 years. His mother Doreen is also
an accomplished sculptor and ceramic artist. The influence of his
father’s work is evident in Mark’s own practice, which incorporates
the majolica tradition from the Middle East. In more recent years he
has also been making reduced pigment lustreware. Incorporating
metal compounds made from silver and copper, this new direction
in the work is equally rewarding and challenging.
Since moving to Ireland, Mark Campden has
exhibited widely. He is the recipient of several RDS National Crafts
Competition awards including the Award of Excellence Reserve
Prize, the Ceramics Traditional First Prize and the Design & Crafts
Council of Ireland Purchase Award.
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L–R; Edgar Campden painting
an Albarello Vase c1988;
portrait of Mark Campden;
Aldermaston Pottery lustre
list c1982; Large Blue Gold
Lustre Platter. Images
courtesy of Mark Campden.

Ryan
Connolly
Ryan Connolly established Connolly & Company in
2012 with the aim of making furniture to an exceptional
standard in a range of sustainably sourced hardwoods.
The subtle shades and grain twists in these woods are
inherent while the desirable characteristics of natural
timber give each piece its unique personality and style.

Connolly & Company is located adjacent to the family business in
Emyvale, Co. Monaghan. Established by his father, it makes domestic furniture
that was originally sold in family-run furniture shops throughout Ireland. Growing
up, Ryan worked weekends and summers as an upholsterer. It was an experience
that helped shape his thinking in terms of efficiency and problem-solving.
He then studied furniture design at GMIT Letterfrack. This was
followed by time spent working with makers at renowned workshops in Ireland
and Germany. From 2015 to 2017, he won both the Emerging and Established
Maker – Furniture Category Awards at the RDS Craft Awards, as well as the
IACI RDS Muriel Gahan Award. In 2016 he received a Judges’ Spotlight Prize from
Design & Craft Council Ireland’s Future Makers Awards & Supports programme.
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L–R; Sketch Drawings by
Ryan Connolly, portrait of
Ryan Connolly and Lounge
Chair, 2017, American
walnut and Irish linen,
images by Colin Colleran.

L–R; Gerd Hay-Edie c1933.
Image courtesy of Mourne
Textiles. Portrait of Karen
Hay-Edie and Natural
Fleece Wall Hanging, 2019,
images by Tara Fisher.

Mourne
Textiles

Mourne Textiles, based in Co. Down, Northern Ireland,
is renowned for pure merino wool, mohair loop yarns
and cottons and linens rooted in mid-century design.
Respecting and drawing on the work and skills of three
generations of the same family, these master-weavers
re-interpret the vision of Gerd Hay-Edie, the Norwegian
design pioneer and founder of Mourne Textiles.
Both Gerd Hay-Edie and her daughter, Karen Hay-Edie worked
closely with the local community of farmers and craftsmen, buying fleece of
particular shades to use in their rugs.
Today, Mourne Textiles has the same approach as past generations.
Customising looms to fit in with their distinctive system of warping and weaving,
the studio is now led by Gerd’s grandson Mario Sierra.
Mario Sierra studied textile art at Winchester School of Art. Inspired
by his grandmother’s legacy and mother’s expertise, Mario continues the family
tradition, presenting a carefully selected collection of contemporary homeware
items and scarves. Influenced by Mourne Textiles iconic design archive and
rich weaving heritage, their work is rooted in the landscape and community of
Northern Ireland.
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Deirdre McCrory, Cara Murphy
and Michael McCrory, image by
Ross Murphy. Caitlin Murphy,
image courtesy of the artist;
portrait of Cara Murphy, image
by Nathalie Marquez Courtney.
Sense of Place 2017, Silver and
Enamel, image by David Pauley.

Cara
Murphy
Cara Murphy utilises traditional silversmithing
techniques to create innovative and sculptural
tableware and objects. In 2016, she won the Rosy James
Memorial Award from the Arts Council of Northern
Ireland, which enabled her to learn the process
of vitreous enamelling from her mother, Deirdre
McCrory, a renowned enameller and printmaker.
Cara’s current work has embraced her new learnings resulting in
the creation of numerous series of bowls, each bursting with colours and textures
evoking those found in the Irish landscape. The bowls are created using the
technique of basse taille enamelling and deep drawing pioneered by her father
Michael McCrory. The organic patterns created on the surface of the silver are
highlighted by the refraction of light through the coloured enamel.
Cara’s daughter Caitlin continues the silversmithing family tradition
today, studying Silversmithing & Jewellery in the Glasgow School of Art, exactly
30 years on from when Cara started.
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Felt Boots; portrait of Álla
Sinkevich, images courtesy
of Álla Studios; Layered
Dome Coats, 2018, reversible
hand-felted seamless coats in
natural grey Merino wool with
pearl infused fibre appliqué,
image by George Voronov.

Álla
Sinkevich

Álla Sinkevich is a sustainable fashion designermaker from northern Ukraine and the Polesia
region of south Belarus. She studied at the National
College of Art and Design, Dublin where she
won the Student of the Year Prize in 2018. Álla is
currently studying for an MA in Fashion Design
at The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts.
Her practice is driven by her appreciation of handcrafted
objects, natural material, design for purpose and resourcefulness. Her handfelted seamless Dome coats reflect the influence of hand crafted objects
inherited from her family, in particular from her grandmother Fedorchenko
Efrosinia, and the poignant relationship she has with them. Her collections are
rooted in her childhood experience of making crafts in northern Ukraine, which
inspires her designs.
In 2019, Álla received an RDS Craft Awards bursary and was
featured as One to Watch at The Irish Fashion Innovation Awards. She was
a recipient of Design & Crafts Council Ireland’s Future Makers Awards &
Supports programme, a finalist in the 25th edition of the Mittelmoda Fashion
Award, Italy in 2018, and her collection Existential Nomad was exhibited as
part of CREATE 2018 in Brown Thomas Dublin.
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Katharine
West
Katharine West moved from Scotland to Dalkey,
Co. Dublin in 1967 and grew up between the rocky,
watery east and west coasts of Ireland. Central to
Katharine’s ceramic sculpture are phenomena associated
with nature, landscape, seascape and the human body.
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L–R; Margaret Irwin West,
Cleggan Dolmen, Four Views,
2008, image by Aoife Herriott;
Richard West, Untitled, 2019,
image by Richard West;
portrait of Katharine West,
image courtesy of GMIT;
Extended Matter #5, ceramic,
image by Katharine West.

West grew up with the backdrop of an easel and paintings by her
mother Margaret Irwin West. This exposure to visual art in the family home from
a young age nurtured a particular preoccupation with observation, process and
form in space. Katharine’s work explores our collective memory addressing
connections between past, present, artefact, object, function and space. Her
forms explore the folds or pleats of matter and how they relate to the void,
suspending and stretching the clay to connect with physical possibilities which
become almost geological in nature. Her brother Richard West makes wooden
vessels, continuing on the creative genealogy.
Katharine West is a graduate of the National College of Art and
Design, Dublin, the School of Decorative Arts, Strasbourg, France and the NYSCC
at Alfred University, USA. She is a Fulbright Alumna, a member of the International
Academy of Ceramics and lectures in Contemporary Art and Industrial Design at
Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology. She lives in rural Co. Galway between the
shores of Lough Corrib and the Atlantic coast.

Frances McDonald
Working with state agencies and academic institutions, galleries,
design studios and makers, Frances McDonald has worked on international
exhibitions, events and seminars for clients that include Design & Crafts Council
Ireland; Joseph Walsh Studio; the National Museum of Ireland; Oliver Sears
Gallery; Ting-Ying London & Hong Kong and Taste Contemporary Geneva.
She also writes regularly on contemporary craft and has contributed to the
Irish Arts Review; Ceramic Review; Neues Glas: Art & Architecture; Ceramics
Art + Perception and CFile.org. Frances McDonald has a Degree in Design
Communications from Limerick School of Art & Design and an MA in Design
History & Material Culture from the National College of Art and Design, Dublin.
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Muireann Charleton
Muireann Charleton is a lecturer in Design at the Yeats Academy,
IT Sligo. Her experience ranges across design, enterprise, education, museums,
visual and material culture and innovation. In her various roles she has led on
the development of many craft, design and cultural programmes, including in her
former role as Innovation Manager with Design & Crafts Council Ireland (DCCI),
and in Enterprise Development with the Limerick School of Art & Design (LSAD)
LIT, where she produced LSAD’s inaugural fashion festival Unwrap in 2017.
Muireann has a Degree in Visual Communication from TU Dublin and an MA in
Design History & Material Culture from the National College of Art and Design,
Dublin. She has published her research into renowned goldsmiths Pádraig Ó
Mathúna in Irish Arts Review (2009) and Erwin Springbrunn in Iterations (2015).
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National Design & Craft Gallery
Established by Design & Crafts Council
Ireland in 2000, the National Design &
Craft Gallery is Ireland’s leading centre
for contemporary craft and design.
We inspire appreciation, creativity
and innovation through our exhibition,
event and education programmes,
and play a critical role in building
understanding of craft and material
culture in Ireland.

Gen

‘My parents have given me the knowledge and
reassurance that going through life as a maker,
or contributing to the world in this way, is fun and
stimulating. Failures must be celebrated with
successes; it’s an essential part of the game.’
Hugo Byrne

‘My commitment to making was nurtured in
early childhood. It was a method of amusement,
absorption and experimentation. It then became
a discipline, which had to be pushed, challenged
and developed in adulthood.’
Katharine West
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‘The relationship that exists between existing
generations of makers within our family is very
important, particularly as we are individual
makers. It is a continual sounding board that
allows us to question our practice.’
Cara Murphy

‘My father found his niche as a furniture maker,
creating a successful business making domestic
furniture. This was Ireland in the 1970s and 80s;
there wasn’t room for anything except function.
If you took the time to make something with your
hands, it was made to last. Nothing was wasted.
Everything had a use and if not for today, then
someday. Values are different nowadays, but if I
can continue to incorporate my father’s values in
my own work I feel I will stay on a sustainable path.’
Ryan Connolly

‘I never expected to start making lustre pottery until my
mother gave me my father’s notes. This sent me down
a challenging path. Inherited skills are very important;
in fact some crafts have only survived because of
them. I feel an added sense of responsibility to retain
the skills I have inherited especially as the technique
in question, reduced pigment lustre, is in decline and
practiced by so few people.’
Mark Campden

ratio
‘From as far back as I can remember I
have had looms in my life, from the age
of 7 we lived in a small house attached to
the workshop. After school the workshop
would become my playground. There is
nowhere I feel more at home than in the
workshop surrounded by our looms, piles
of yarn and the smell of the lanolin in wool.’
Mario Sierra, Mourne Textiles

on
‘I was always surrounded by the handmade;
objects that existed out of pure necessity.
Previous generations of makers within my own
family had a deep respect for natural materials,
design for purpose and resourcefulness.’
Álla Sinkevich

‘Previous generations of makers within
my family have given me an appreciation
of what we have around us, how we can
use our own resources and how much we
can learn from the past to understand the
present; these are essential ingredients in
my inherited skillset.’
Róisín de Buitléar
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